Writing Projects with Tutor.com™
Make the most of your writing with help from our experts.

Writing assignments can be overwhelming—where do you even start? No matter where you are in the
process, our writing tutors can provide expert guidance when you need it most. Balance your heavy
workload while still getting the support you need with our free Writing Projects service.

How It Works
Upload an Assignment & Receive Feedback. Get help from a writing tutor by using our drop-off review
service. You’ll receive comments directly on your document that you can read through at your leisure,
as well as a thorough feedback summary for each draft you submit. The tutor will provide feedback on
your paper’s strengths and weaknesses in the areas of theme development, voice, structure and flow,
grammar, citations and more.
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Final Summary

Work Together at Every Stage. Once you complete your first submission and have received feedback,
you will have the option of creating a writing project in your Tutor.com account. Creating a project
allows you to link drafts together and get consistent feedback at each step of the writing process from
a tutor already familiar with your assignment. Just select “new draft of existing project” on the submission
form and check the box indicating that you would like to have the same tutor review your work.

Why Use Our FREE Writing Projects Service?
Writing Is a Process. Our expert tutors offer more than a simple proofread of your work—they help you
to understand the process behind writing. Eliminate stress and deepen your knowledge by approaching
your assignment in stages.
Become a Stronger Writer. Any robot can check your grammar, but our real expert writing tutors can help
you on the path to becoming a stronger, more independent writer—one assignment at a time.

Visit tutor.com/dropoff today for a complete “How-to” video.
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Log into your Tutor.com account today.
Writing Projects: Submit & Review Your Paper
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Click on Submit a paper for review. Fill out
the form, upload your file, and click Submit.

Read through your Summary Feedback
Form and Reviewed Document for
insights into your writing process.
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When your document is ready for pickup,
you will receive an email notification as well
as a notice on your login screen.

Select “New draft of existing project” to
submit another draft later. Reconnect with
the same tutor by checking the box.
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Go to My Account and select My Sessions.
Open the Summary Feedback Form and
Reviewed Document to read comments.

www.tutor.com/higher-education

View your drafts as a continuous project by
clicking Submit a paper for review.

